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Temporary suspension to The Westin Kuala Lumpur’s operations in 

itself does not impact ratings of NVSB’s MTNs 

 

The temporary suspension of The Westin Kuala Lumpur’s (TWKL) operations for two 

months will not, in itself, affect the ratings of the various classes of Medium-Term 

Notes (MTNs) issued by Notable Vision Sdn Bhd (NVSB or the Issuer). Secured by 

TWKL, NVSB currently has outstanding RM95 mil Class A Senior MTNs (rated 

AAA/stable), RM95 mil Class B Junior MTNs (rated B2/stable) and RM287.48 mil Class 

C Junior MTNs (rated C3/stable) under its existing RM750 mil MTN Programme 

(2014/2034). While the temporary suspension underscores the negative impact of 

the Covid-19 pandemic on the hotel industry, the Issuer has robust liquidity to 

service near-term coupon and expenses. Support from Frasers Hospitality Trust’s 

(FHT) sponsor, in the form of guaranteed lease payment, further mitigates liquidity 

risk. 

 

FHT (the owner of TWKL) had, on 8 May 2020, announced its decision to temporarily 

suspend TWKL’s operations for two months, starting 1 May 2020. This measure has 

been taken to preserve cashflow and minimise operational losses in view of the weak 

outlook on the Kuala Lumpur’s hospitality sector and global tourism in the near term, 

arising from the Malaysian government’s imposition of travel restrictions on 

foreigners and a Movement Control Order (MCO) to curb the spread of Covid-19. 

NVSB intends to resume operations in stages from July 2020, subject to the outlook 

on the hospitality sector and the financial viability of reopening TWKL at the said 

time.  

 

Nevertheless, RAM has no immediate concerns over the Issuer’s ability to meet near-

term debt obligations under the transaction. Additionally, refinancing risk is not a 

factor at this juncture, given the expected maturity of the MTNs in 2024. As at 30 

April 2020, cash and permitted investment balances in the Issuer’s Revenue Account 

stood at RM8.99 mil, which is more than sufficient to meet the Class A Senior MTNs’ 

semi-annual coupon payment of RM2.30 mil, due in July 2020. Coupon payments on 

the Class B and Class C Junior MTNs are structured at variable rates and are required 

to be made only to the extent where there is excess cash available after meeting 

senior expenses and Class A Senior MTNs’ coupon payments. As such, they are not 

anticipated to give rise to default risk.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Despite the MCO and TWKL’s temporary suspension, NVSB will have its coupon 

payments covered by monthly lease payments payable by the master lessee, JBB 

Hotels Sdn Bhd (JBB Hotels), as provided in a 20-year master lease agreement. 

Under the contract, NVSB receives minimum lease payments of RM14.8 mil per 

annum from JBB Hotels, which are guaranteed by the latter’s holding company, 

Fraser Property Limited – the sponsor of FHT. JBB Hotels has also provided a security 

deposit equivalent to eight months’ lease payments in the form of a bank guarantee 

for the benefit of NVSB. The transaction further features a cash reserve of nine 

months’ coupon payments for the Class A Senior MTNs, to cater for temporary 

coupon shortfalls.  

 

Overall, RAM views that it is premature to conclude if the economic stress induced by 

the Covid-19 pandemic will cause merely a temporary dip in demand for lodging or 

whether it will permanently impair TWKL’s cashflow and value. Economic recovery 

remains uncertain, despite the government’s decision to restart the economy under a 

Conditional MCO effective 4 May 2020. RAM will closely monitor developments and 

reassess if necessary. We will conduct the annual rating review for this transaction 

by 3Q this year.  
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The credit rating is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold a security, inasmuch as it does not 

comment on the security’s market price or its suitability for a particular investor, nor does it involve any 

audit by RAM Ratings. The credit rating also does not reflect the legality and enforceability of financial 

obligations. 

 

RAM Ratings receives compensation for its rating services, normally paid by the issuers of such securities 

or the rated entity, and sometimes third parties participating in marketing the securities, insurers, 

guarantors, other obligors, underwriters, etc. The receipt of this compensation has no influence on RAM 

Ratings’ credit opinions or other analytical processes. In all instances, RAM Ratings is committed to 

preserving the objectivity, integrity and independence of its ratings. Rating fees are communicated to 

clients prior to the issuance of rating opinions. While RAM Ratings reserves the right to disseminate the 

ratings, it receives no payment for doing so, except for subscriptions to its publications. 
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Similarly, the disclaimers above also apply to RAM Ratings’ credit-related analyses and commentaries, 

where relevant. 
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